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Christmas Closure 2009
Our offices and factory will be
closed for the 2009 Christmas
holidays from Wednesday 23 rd
December
We will reopen on Monday 4
January  to resume business.

May we all at Automated Water
& Effluent Ltd take this
opportunity to wish you all a
merry Christmas and a happy
new year for 2010.

To all our customers we are pleased to present our 2010 catalouge which will be re a d y
for distrubution by email early Jan and as a printed catalouge early Feb. The new
catalogue features several new items exclusive to Automated Water & E ffluent Ltd.
Always remember you can now see us on our web site at w w w. awe-ltd.co.uk e m a i l
us, fax us or simply call us. We are here to help.

NEW CATALOGUE TIME AGAIN 
Designed to take the heartache out of

sourcing your next project.

If you
haven’t already had
a copy of our new catalogue, or
would like a colleague to receive
one, then ring our sales hotline
on 01785 254597.
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The

BCT New Conductivity Transmitter

Hello & Goodbye
How time flies as we say goodbye to Pat
Wilde who is retiring this Christmas after
looking after our accounts for the last 9
years. The hello is to Mrs Mandy Wardell
who started with us on the first of
December to run our accounts department.
Mandy is married to husband Mike and
they have 2 teenage children who are both
studying. 
Mandys hobbies include walking in the
Staffordshire countryside, coaching a youth
football team, classical music  and dinning
out. 

Another new product to our ever-increasing range is the BCT
(Blind Conductivity Transmitter) this is an electrodeless two-
wire conductivity transmitter.
The whole assembly is made very compact by mounting the
electronics very close to the sensing coils. This reduces the
possibility of the very sensitive conductivity sensor to
instrument connecting cable picking up electrical interference. 
The rugged easy to install sensor maybe mounted up 1000
metres away from the controlling instrument when using our
LMK2 connecting cable.
The BCT is available for one of three measuring range either 0 -
10.0mS, 0 - 100.0mS or 0 - 1000mS corresponding to an industry
standard output of 4 - 20 mA, which is isolated. 
Typical applications include rinse water purity control, cooling
water TDS control, chemical solution strength control of acid
and alkali solutions and detergent strength control in food,
brewing and dairy industries.
Control and recording instruments are available to interface
with the BCT two wire electrodeless conductivity transmitters.
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THE GRAPEVINE

Technical Tips

Many of our customers think about us
for their effluent plant, as instrument
engineers we supply other
instrumentation. 
A major aircraft manufacturer has just
purchased PTFE sheathed temperature
sensors for use in the acid processing
vats. The sensors were 1500 mm long
with a 90o bend to fit the vessels on site. 
Remember, you heard it on the AWE
grapevine.

During a recent technical discussion
with a regular water treater customer of
ours, the subject of output connections
to a BMS (Building Management
Services) came into the conversation. 
We offer two types of output from our
controllers (check the specs as not all
controllers have every type of output).
Digital outputs which are usually volt
free contacts IE a relay, which operates
when a measured value exceeds a set
value, which could be set for either a
rising, or a falling value. Alarm relays
which operate on both a preset high and
low value.  Cooling water controllers
may have a common alarm relay which
can be configured to operate on say low
level in a chemical drum, no sample
flow or an out of range conductivity
measured value.
The other type of output is the analogue
output, which is usually a 4 -20 mA
current output the discussion with my
customer was about the merits of
having an isolated current output. An
isolated current output is where the
signal is fully floating IE has no
electrical connection to any part of
the instrument including earth. It is
common for the electrical insulation to
earth to be able to withstand 500 volts.
Why do we need this isolation? It is
common for one side of an unisolated
output to be connected to earth or
g round inside the instrument. Many
instrument manufacturers tend to earth

the 0 volt negative side of the supply.
However the current output of our
i n s t rument maybe connected to a
device with multiple inputs such as a
PLC (programmable logic contro l l e r )
multi channel data logger, chart
recorder or BMS system. There is a good
chance that one side of the inputs will
be commoned up. 
Computer people tend to favour
combining the positive +Ve, which
gives us a major problem as now, both
sides are common so the inputs will all
read the same. If the earth potentials are
slightly different then we could have an
additional circulating current flow and
erroneous readings.
Analytical sensors like pH, Redox,
conductivity and dissolved oxygen etc
have an electrical contact with the
solution. The solution will be

conductive and may come into contact
with some grounded pipework or other
metal object, which may have a slightly
different potential to the earth. We have
a connection through our sensor the
instrument and its non isolated current
output. This potential of a few millivolts
when added to say a Redox millivolt
reading could change the calibration of
the system.
The golden rule is to always have an
isolated current output on your
c o n t roller or transmitter unless the
inputs are isolated from each other and
earth. 
For customers who have existing non
isolated controller or transmitters we
art able to offer re t rofit isolating
amplifers. These are available as loop
powered or powered versions to mount
inside your panel.

To make life easier and we all want
an easier life, for our customers from
Jan 2010 we will include a bronze
regulating valve with our low
pressure sample coolers model SC-
LP-FC and a stainless steel needle
valve with our high pressure sample
cooler model SC-HP-FC. Before
purchasing your sample cooler check
to see if it includes a regulating valve.
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Schematic showing a controller with its sensor in an
earthed vessel. The output is connected to a recording
device with an earthed input. If an isolated output was
not used the system would be earth at two different
places causing ground loop problems

Signal Isolation

Isolated Output Schematic


